
 

 
OneGlobe Achieves Oracle Partner Network Specialization for Oracle Management 
Cloud 

 
Oracle recognizes OneGlobe for expertise in delivering Oracle Management Cloud 
services 
 
June 20, 2017 – OneGlobe, a global cloud consulting, systems integration and managed 
services company, and a Platinum level member of the Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN), 
today announced it has achieved OPN Specialized status for Oracle Management 
Cloud. 
 
There is increased pressure on enterprise IT teams to have real-time operational 
intelligence that helps them identify and troubleshoot issues immediately. In some cases, 
IT is expected to solve issues even before they occur. How do you do this in a complex 
hybrid IT environment? Oracle Management Cloud is the answer. 

 
Oracle Management Cloud is a suite of next-generation integrated monitoring, 
management, and analytics cloud services that leverage machine learning and big data 
techniques against the full breadth of the operational data set. Its Unified Platform helps 
customers improve IT stability, prevent application outages, increase DevOps agility and 
harden security across their entire application and infrastructure portfolio. 

 
“With an Oracle Management Cloud specialization, OneGlobe is in a strong position to 

help CIOs and Line of Business to accurately answer critical questions like, ‘How do I 

get visibility into health of the infrastructure that is running my critical business 

applications?’ and ‘What are we doing to avoid performance problems in the future by 

determining root causes?’ These questions have never been easy to answer without a 

solution like Oracle Management Cloud,” said Shankar Gurusamy, Cloud Technologies 

Lead – North America Business. 

 
“Oracle Management Cloud brings the power of unified data, machine learning and 
automated remediation to address IT operations and security challenges that have 
eluded IT decision makers for years,” said Kimberly Lasseter, Senior Director of 
Worldwide Alliances and Channels, Oracle Partner Network. “Expert partners such as 
OneGlobe can help ensure that customers will now be able to maximize use of these 
capabilities to proactively improve service levels and continuously adapt their security 
posture.”  
 
To achieve OPN Specialized status, partners must meet a stringent set of product-specific 
competency and business requirements that are based on the needs and priorities of the 
customer and partner community. By achieving a Specialized distinction, OneGlobe has 
been recognized by Oracle for its expertise in delivering services specifically around 
Oracle Management Cloud through competency development, business results and 
proven success.   
 
Specialization can provide customers with confidence that a partner is qualified in the 
defined product or industry area and able to successfully develop, architect and deliver 
specific solutions. 
 



 

 
About OneGlobe 
OneGlobe is a global cloud consulting, systems integration and managed services 
company with a focus on delivering meaningful actionable insights and clarity to 
customers from their business and IT systems. We help organizations to navigate the 
complexities and accelerate their transition to the cloud. OneGlobe is a global firm 
headquartered in the US with offices in UAE and India. To find out more visit: 
http://www.oneglobesystems.com 
 
About Oracle PartnerNetwork 
Oracle PartnerNetwork (OPN) is Oracle's partner program that provides partners with a 
differentiated advantage to develop, sell and implement Oracle solutions. OPN offers 
resources to train and support specialized knowledge of Oracle’s products and solutions 
and has evolved to recognize Oracle’s growing product portfolio, partner base and 
business opportunity. Key to the latest enhancements to OPN is the ability for partners 
to be recognized and rewarded for their investment in Oracle Cloud. Partners engaging 
with Oracle will be able to differentiate their Oracle Cloud expertise and success with 
customers through the OPN Cloud program – an innovative program that complements 
existing OPN program levels with tiers of recognition and progressive benefits for 
partners working with Oracle Cloud. To find out more visit: 
http://www.oracle.com/partners. 
 
Trademarks 
Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. 
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